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A New Year; a New Start
Welcome to Issue 6 of our Autumn/Winter themed magazine, The
Edonian! We wish a warm welcome to our new Year 7’s and to our
new staff at Eden. In this edition, you will find everything from Eden
making national headlines - again(!), National poetry day winners,
information on the new Student Shura & more. We hope you enjoy
reading this edition.

STAFF INSET DAY SCHOOL RE-OPENS MID-TERM CLOSURE -

TUESDAY 3RD JANUARY 2017
WEDNESDAY 4TH JANUARY 2017
MONDAY 13TH FRIDAY 17TH FEBRUARY
CLOSURE AFTER SCHOOL - FRIDAY 31ST MARCH
EASTER HOLIDAY FRIDAY 31ST MARCH MONDAY 18TH APRIL 2017
AUTUMN TERM BEGINS
TUESDAY 19TH APRIL 2017
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Nabiha Arshad

Tweet:
@EdenWFComputing
It’s a great pleasure to welcome our new Year 7 students to Eden
Girls School. We know you’ll enjoy the next 5 years here at Eden!
Everyone here will help you grow and develop your skills to become
successful ‘Ladies, Learners and Leaders’. We wish you every success
and happiness with us!
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PRINCIPAL SAYS
Reflections on this Term
All praises to the Almighty, Lord of the Worlds and the Master of our fortunes and salutations to our beloved
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), the seal of the Prophets and the guide for all our actions.

Achieving and sustaining excellence
‘The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full potential... these are the keys that will unlock the door to
personal excellence.’ Confucius
I would like to welcome you all to this year’s first edition of our school magazine ‘The Edonian’. As you flick through the
pages I hope you are able to read and revel in the many accomplishments achieved by our very special students who aspire for
excellence in all that they do, whether in the classroom or through enrichment activities.
The new Year 7 students have made a great start to the school year as have the other year groups who have coped very well
with the challenges of relocating into our new 21st century facilities and accommodation. The new building includes purpose
built classrooms that contain teaching walls, 7 stunning specialist Science Laboratories, a Food Technology room, purpose
built dining facilities, ablution facilities and a new Main Hall. The building development is improving year on year and I hope
that each year students will enjoy the new facilities which are designed to support them for excellence in learning and towards
outstanding outcomes.
Keeping our students safe, happy and well
“The real test of good manners is to be able to put up with bad manners pleasantly.”
― Kahlil Gibran
A high quality faith education aims to deliver not only great learners but well- mannered students who are recognised by their
positivity, patience, tolerance and exceptionally good manners. Our Edonians are flourishing into well- mannered young women
who are kind, thoughtful and considerate ladies, learners and leaders as they deal with the complications of growing up and
dealing with change. The school dedicates and invests much time into the building of character through leadership opportunities
and fundraising events so that students’ civic responsibilities are nurtured. This term the girls have already managed to raise
monies for Macmillan Coffee Morning, Children in Need and the Food Bank. They are also working tirelessly on the following:
·
Year 7 & Year 8 – Gift Campaign: Winter Warmth pack for 17 Homeless individuals – through St Mungo’s a local
charity that runs a shelter in Tottenham Hale
·
Year 9 & Year 10 – Gift Campaign: Toiletries for 30 women seeking refuge from Domestic Violence and Trafficking
– through Salvation Army that runs a local safe house for these women
·
Whole School – Fundraising campaign for Syrian Refugees: Quirky Jumper day (Fri 16 Dec) non-uniform day (£2) and
bake sale.
A huge thank you to our generous Edonians and parents who always give with such generosity!
Looking After our Staff and Community
‘Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.’ Mark Twain
We are very pleased to recognise that our school community has grown to 350 students and our staff team is now 48 teaching
and non- teaching staff. Investment in people is an important facet of Eden’s priorities and I would like to welcome the following
new staff to the team and wish them well in their careers as they start a new beginning at our school.
This term, we would like to welcome:
Mrs Descombes- English Teacher
Mrs Hossain- Maths Teacher
Miss Kane- Teacher of French and Spanish
Mrs Nady- Teacher of Arabic, French and Spanish
Moulana Nadat- Teacher of RE and Citizenship and Arabic
Mr Abdur- Rahman- Teacher of Science
Ms Kolitsopoulou- Teacher of P.E
Mrs Begum- Teacher of English

Miss Ahmad- Teacher of History
Ms Pancholi Maths Teacher
Mr Swati- Computer Science Teacher
Miss Ahmad- Business Support Officer
Miss Zahid- Teaching Assistant
Miss Begum- Teaching Assistant
Miss Ahmed- Science Technician
Miss Ahmed - Teacher English
Mr Ahmed - Teacher Science
Mr Ali - Teacher Science

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to thank all students, staff and parents for their support and commitment. I would
like to wish you all a restful holiday and remind you that return to school for students is on Wednesday 4th January 2017 at 8
am .
Wasalam and Best Wishes,
Shahina
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MEET THE TEAM
A warm welcome to our
newest members
You may be wondering
where our year 10’s are? Well
they have been really busy
studying for their exams
across all subjects, especially
ICT & RE which take place
next term! Good Luck!
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EDEN MAKES NATIONAL
HEADLINES - AGAIN!
Students from Eden made national headlines again this year
after taking park in “Silence in the Square” at Trafalgar Square,
this November.
The girls and Ms Mayet were paying their respects at the
memorial when they were blind sided by the tens of
photographers who couldn’t get enough of the students.
They made headlines and featured across The Guardian, The
Telegraph, Buzzfeed and The Mirror to name a few.
Well done! This is a great way of promoting our British Muslim
Identity.
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Black history month
‘Never give up, and follow your dreams.’
To commemorate Black History Month at Eden, we had fantastic performances from the Museum of
London, visit us and perform raps, mini skits, moving stories and more.
Black History Month recognises, rewards and celebrates the contribution made to our society over
many years by the African and Caribbean communities. It is an opportunity for us all to recognise the
incredible achievements of successful African and Caribbean men and women from all
professions.
The members took on different roles of many inspirational figures from history, and shared with us
their hardships through life, and how they overcame it. They showed us how the Black community
had fought for a change in society, and overcame the many difficulties they faced.

Macmillan coffee morning
Currently there are 2.5
people in the UK living
with
cancer,
and
Macmillan wants to be
there for every single one
of them.
Each year, since 1990,
Macmillan
has
got
together with worldwide
partnerships
and
organisations to create
the biggest fundraising
event for people facing cancer. On the 30th of
September, anyone anywhere can host a coffee
morning, with baked goods, friends and raising money
for a great cause. And this year it was Eden’s turn to
get involved.

In true Edonian spirit, as a
school it is pretty safe to say
that we are a fan of
supporting not only local
community, but great causes.
For this fundraiser, it was Year
7’s time to shine, for which
they provided all the cakes,
cookies and competition to be
sure that the year group
strived in making the most
money for charity as possible.
Parents were invited and in the end, Eden made £276!
For more information, visit
https://coffee.macmillan.org.uk/

Hour of code 2016
Pupils in Years 7 & 8 took part in the International Hour of Code this
December.
So what is Hour of Code you may be thinking? Hour of Code is a world
wide initiative started in America. It aims are to promote coding in
schools in a fun and engaging way.
Year 7 created frozen fractals with Elsa from Frozen and year 8
programmed their own sports game.
“ I love coding, I feel like I can’t wait to try more next term with
Python”
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Taking the Lead
Year 8
For leadership day, the Year 8’s went to The Copper Box Arena, a multi-sport venue used for the 2012
Summer Olympics, located in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Competing in form groups and earning
points for their hub, competitive spirits were at their best. Under the leadership of the learning
coordinators, each form played basketball, football, badminton and goal-shooting and played against
other forms, comparing scores and winning games.

“I liked the fact that we spent our day in forms, and my sports skills definitely
developed.”

Year 9
This leadership day had Eden in a buzz (as usual!) as year 9’s were
busy bees about business. We were lucky enough to have different
speakers come in from a business company called ‘My Bnk,’ they
taught us about finance and how we could spend our money in a
more efficient manner. We also learnt how to tell the difference
between real and fake £5 notes as well as other skills which would
be useful to us in the future.
Since this leadership was all about business, we had a challenge
for year 9’s to raise £10 per student for the school by starting a
campaign. There were various creative ideas, from sweets and
treats to Oreo milkshakes!
Overall, everyone enjoyed this Leadership Day very much, and we
thank the staff for organising a day like this for us!
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Just like last year, and the year before, students from
each form have bravely put themselves forward to
receive this year’s place in Eden’s Student Shura.
Students from each form volunteered for the spaces
and spent weeks of campaigning for their votes. There
were posters, cakes, presentations and fliers
decorating the school to try and gain those allimportant votes. Ultimately, four students from each
form went through to the final and had a chance to
prove to their classes, for the last time, why their
colleagues should vote for them. An assembly was then
held and the Student Shura members were announced
and awarded their honourable positions!
Kausiha Kangasuthan from 8D, has told us about her
Student Shura campaign:
‘I ran for the position as Student Shura so I can have
the opportunity to use my talents to the benefit of the
school making it a place for everyone to enjoy. I used
various campaigning strategies and used a phoenix to
represent myself, as a phoenix is a memorable symbol
that’s eye-catching and bold, representing my passion
for winning. I gave out phoenix badges, phoenix posters

and I also presented my speech using a power point
(funny pictures included). I believe these strategies
were successful because it shows how enthusiastic and
determined I am to do this job. Lastly, for those who
are thinking of running as Student Shura, these are a
few words of advice!
“Don't bribe them with sweets. Influence them with
your words. Influence them with your speeches.
Influence them with your voice. It's not impossible,
just challenging!’
Good luck to our newly elected Student Shura for the
year ahead!
Student Shura 2016-2017:
7A: Sedra Afzil
7B: Rafa Akram
7C: Saara Ahmed
7D: Ridah Mirza
8A: Nadra Gutale
8B: Zeynep Eminoglu
8C: Zeinab Mohammed
8D: Kausiha Kangasuthan

9A: Haanyah Cassam
9B: Zainab Patel
9C: Suad Mohamed
9D: Aisha Bhoola
10A: Sadia Munye
10B: Zahra Uddin

Ms Hasan and the student leaders took a
motivational trip to the houses of Parliament in
November.
The students were given a tour of the building
and learned about the laws that were actually
passed in this historic building.
It was an eye opener for a lot of students and
some commented on how they would consider
a career in politics. Watch out Theresa May!
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AROUND THE WORLD
EDEN BRINGS YOU MIND BOGGLING
STORIES FROM ACROSS THE GLOBE

After months of constant speculation,
the results are finally in.
For months it had been Clinton vs
Trump.
Now he's President-elect Trump.
Held on November 8, 2016, this
election – along with its result – is said
to be the most intense and gripping
election to date, with countries and
people across the globe following the
campaign trails of both candidates.

Bon Jovi & Clinton Mannequin
Hillary Clinton, the Democratic presidential
candidate, was filmed on board her campaign jet taking part in the ‘mannequin challenge’.
In the footage, journalists stare at their mobile phone screens or appear to be engaged
in conversation with colleagues, Bill Clinton
just about holds his smile together in front
of the camera, and the Bon Jovi frontman
looks set to burst into song.
The group then erupt into cheers after
around 30 seconds as Mrs Clinton smiles
and laughs with her campaign team.

‘Stuck iIn An Adjustable Desk’
A man in his 30s had to be rescued by firefighters this week after he became stuck in a
height-adjustable desk.
Emergency workers responding to a call in
the Danish city of Horsens had to use a battering ram to gain access to the stricken
man's home and free him from his furniture.
.
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White Rabbit
West London, UK
Mysterious ‘white rabbit’ appears
Over the last year, a six-foot-tall
white rabbit (or, more accurately, a
man in a rabbit costume) has been
turning up in the same spot in west
London on the first day of the
month
With a colourful striped scarf around
his neck, he appears close to Barnes
Bridge, where he waves at motorists,
sometimes with props or wearing
themed additions to his rabbit
costume

‘Skunk Lock your Bikes’
Is your bicycle lock good enough? Do you
feel your bike is truly safe when you
leave it out on the street?
Daniel Idzkowski, an inventor and entrepreneur, thinks he may have the answer.
He is co-creator of the SkunkLock – an
innovative security device that promises
to make anyone attempting to make off
with your bike, vomit.
Describing the effects of the compound,
Mr Idzkowski told the Guardian: “At two
feet it was pretty bad. It was absolutely
vomit-inducing in 99 per cent of people.
At five feet it’s very noticeable and the
initial reaction is to move away from it.
At 10ft it’s definitely detectable and very
unpleasant.”

Trapped Rhino
Firefighters have described "one of the
strangest" rescue missions of their careers
- helping a rhino at Edinburgh Zoo with a
toothache.
Newcraighall fire station's crew were
Koala Found at Customs
needed to move two-ton Bertus the Rhino
A baby koala was found in a woman's
to a safe place in which vets could operate.
backpack after she was arrested during a routine The eight-year-old animal was first
traffic stop.
sedated and then winched to safety in a
challenging and complicated process.
As officers searched her they asked if she had
anything to declare.
She handed over a zipped green canvas bag and
said there was a joey inside that she had found
the night before and she was looking after it
The koala is believed to be about six months old
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TRIPS THIS TERM
A CHILLING TALE FROM JB PRIESTLY
Back in June I had come across adverts showing the
upcoming multi award winning An Inspector Calls coming
back to the West End and I booked it in a heartbeata fantastic decision!

Year 10 visited The Playhouse Theatre to watch this
famous and fabulous edition of JB Priestley’s classic play
(the Director is multi-Oscar nominated!). It was a
terrifically entertaining evening of fantastic acting from
the cast (Mrs Birling being my favourite!) and the set
design was also superb. It included a house on stilts,
indoor rain, several loud and shocking explosions as well
as the terrific crashing of the house towards the end of
the play.
Not only was it a highly enjoyable and culturally enriching
day out, the students learnt a huge deal from watching
the play on stage and it heightened the interest in the
play even more, evidenced in excited discussions as we
travelled home that evening.

A SUMMER AFTERNOON WITH JANE AUSTEN
On a wonderfully sunny Wednesday afternoon in early
September, 10.1 were off to an exciting afternoon soaking
up the sun and spending some time in the 19�� Century
watching a stage production of the fabulous Pride and
Prejudice at Regents Park.

The students highly enjoyed the story and the experience,
with great discussion taking place on the train back to
school, especially laughing at the hilarious characters of Mr
and Mrs Bennett!

It was a first time visit to a theatre for many of our students,
and this time we were experiencing theatre in a more
unconventional way: outdoors.
All the elements of the story were magically brought to life
through the brilliant acting of the cast as well as the
enchanting stage set up which included a rotating stage, a
balcony, perfectly and naturally placed leaves for those
outdoor scenes as well as keeping space for the balls and
piano playing that was such a pleasure to watch.

10.1 with the wonderfully talented actress Tafline Steen, the lead role as
Elizabeth Bennett

NEXT
TERM..
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Eid bbq
Food, games and loads of fun-what more
could we want?
On Friday 16�� September, Eden celebrated
Eid-ul-Adha together, as one big family. We
were encouraged to dress up in our prettiest
clothes, and to bring in at the least £1 for
charity. The day was a huge success and
students participated in various activities, such
as knocking down piñatas and filling our
tummies with delicious sweets and
chocolates- Yum! But still, that wasn’t the
highlight of the fabtastic event- Eden staff
treated us to our very own barbecue! The food
was delicious, ranging from mouth-watering chicken to yummy
burgers, and everyone from staff to students enjoyed this day.

Children in need

Children in Need provide grants to projects in the UK which focus on children and young people who are
disadvantaged. Currently they are supporting 2,400 projects all across the UK.
To do our part, Eden has been supporting Children in Need for the past 3 years. This year we hosted a competitive
bake sale, and a fun yellow themed non-uniform day to contribute and raise funds for this fabulous cause. Thank
you to all for their generous donations.

LOOK HOW MUCH WE HAVE RAISED!
This term we have raised a whopping £1718 through Children in Need,
Macmillan Cancer Morning and are currently taking part in three more
campaigns supporting homeless people in our community, a women’s refuge
centre and orphans in Syria. We thank you you all for your continuous support.
None of this would be possible without you.
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and a boy. The poem is about how the boy treats the girl
as though she has no importance. My inspiration came
from nowhere in general. It was just a thought turned into
words.”
-Atifa Dukhanwala

In order to celebrate National Poetry Day, the English
department launched a poetry competition in which the
main theme of it was a ‘message to someone’. But why is
National Poetry Day celebrated? National Poetry Day is
celebrated every year on the first Thursday in October for
poets, poetry fans and poetry organisations to enjoy and
participate in for whatever reason. From pouring their
feelings onto paper to summarising a story they read into
a poem. The competition entries ranged from students
from year 7 to year 10. In first place we had Atifa
Dukhanwala (year 8) with her poem ‘I was once a person’.
In second place we had Badriyah Islam (Year 9) with her
poem ‘The Two of Us’ and in third place we had Rufaydah
Asim (Year 9) with her poem ‘ A Message To The Media’.
Here we have the winners telling us about their
inspirations.
“Inspiration struck me at really weird times. At 5 AM after
being rudely awakened. At lunch, when I'm only trying to
peacefully eat my sandwich. Or whilst I'm in the shower.
All slightly awkward times. But they were mostly just
random thoughts or ideas that came to me in no particular sequence yet I still wrote them all down - well, the
good ones at least. I've always enjoyed writing; just letting your words spill onto the paper. I've written books
that may never get published, but that's okay. When you
are writing a book, it's not just writing your thoughts. It's
creating people. It's creating an alternate universe to
ours. You have the power to destroy a life, but to also
make a new one. In my poem, I created two people. A girl

It was all in the past,
The sweet, sweet past,
Filled with memories with just,
The two of us.
But you walked and smiled with me,
hand in hand just you and me.
I'd not think of anything else,
Other than The two of us
But why didn't I tell you this?
That you'd made me feel like this?
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“I didn’t have much of an inspiration for my poem, and
the little bit of inspiration I did have wasn’t very … exciting. Me being me, was watching a Korean drama one
night, and the last scene of the last episode was of notes
the two leads wrote to each other. That scene was constantly on my mind, so I got out my notebook, and just
wrote! When I came to school the next morning, Ms Patel
had launched the poetry competition – as soon as I came
home I rummaged through pages and pages till if found
the poem, and submitted it, hoping it would be okay to at
least enter the top 10. “
-Badriyah Islam
“I just really wanted a way to get my feelings out there
even if the whole world wasn’t hearing it, at least someone was. With all the controversy about a women’s body,
I just wanted to put out there what is really important, the
fact that a women’s looks do not define her and that she
is more than what you just see on the outside .I just really
wrote down what my true feelings were, I mean if I wasn’t
going to put the truth out there then there was really no
point to put anything out there. “
-Rufaydah Asim

That I was joyful, ecstatic and happy!
Ever so happy with just The two of us.
But no, I don't think of you...
Not your hair, not your care, none of you
And you’re not here anymore, I'm
Alone by myself, when it used to be both,
The two of us.
But we are living in the past,
The sour, the cold, the bitter past,
Filled with memories of,

Before I met you,
I was a person.
Believe it or not,
I had thoughts and complexities
Beyond your existence.
As we spoke,
I shocked you with my openness,
An openness I tried to transmit
Across all my relationships and interactions,
Because I hate keeping track
Of who I told what.
But you thought you were special,
That you’d given me this gift
Of light in darkness,
A single companion to embark on my journey.
You thought you were my answer,
That I needed you,
But haven’t you realised by now
I’m more than the questions I possess?

We grew up hearing,
You’re Mamas pretty girl!
Her angel
Her Baby
Her star
Her world
But if this is true-If this is fact
Then why did I hear
“You’re not good enough”
“You’re not pretty enough”
“You’re too fat”
“You’re too thin”
I may as well stop trying
Why should I care Media?
Why should I care what they think?
Because nothing hurts more than someone point out
what is wrong with you
We’re either the good little girl
Or something gone wrong
Either too thick or too thin
Either too fat or too skinny
We either eat too much or not enough
Why can’t you hear us?
Why can’t you listen to what we have to say?
We have a woman’s body
We’re not sorry for that

My questions do not need an answer,
Don’t you ever ask just to hear your words released into
the atmosphere,
Setting your mind free from the confines of their binary?
Don’t you ever speak just to see what might happen?
My words don’t have as much weight as you think. But
I’m too serious,
Holding onto something that you claim just isn’t there,
Where you’re just casual,
Never struck by casualties in this warfare.
You say you’re here for my convenience,
Because surely without you I would wilt like an illnurtured flower,
And you’re obligated to care for me.
I’m not looking for answers, don’t you see?
Of all the questions I’ve thrown out into the universe,
The least relevant pertain to you and me.
My body is deteriorating and no one can tell me why
And you think my greatest tragedy would be in your
goodbye.
This is the body we were given
So how can you shame us like that?
These full lips
These killer curves
These bodacious hips
We were blessed with these gifts
So how can you say these mean things
These questions aren’t out of spite
But-I just wish you’d contemplate what you say about us
Because we women need to learn to live in harmony
Not knock each other down
Divide and Conquer
I tried not to let this bother me but I can’t anymore
That’s how people knock us down
They make you feel shameful about the skin that you’re
in

Our Mama said to us
You’re Mamas pretty girl!
Her angel
Her baby
Her star
Her world
But if this is true-If this is fact
Then why do you hurt us like that?
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GALLERY

@EDENGIRLSWF

HOLIDAY
FUN
Hot Chocolate

Truffles

Send Us Your Snaps!

